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unify office schedule free download english physiology and oncology. the inaugural issue of science, 28, 585-590. (2008). tone pentru tine.pdf.q: what's the difference between reference variable and value returned by function? ok we have reference variable: int& add(int a,
int b) and function returning reference: int& add2(int a, int b) same thing as reference variable: int add(int a, int b) { int& ret = a + b; return ret; } and same thing as function returning reference: int add2(int a, int b) { int& ret = a + b; return ret; } what's the difference

between them? is it about code alignment? a: reference and value are not the same thing. it doesn't matter whether the function returns a reference or not, it only matters that the function returns a value. your method is undefined, which means anything can happen. it could
return a copy of a local variable, or even call a member function. if you make the function return a value instead, this then becomes a value as well. it can be any value at all: a local variable, a temporary, or an lvalue such as a variable or pointer. a: as for the scope of your

question, here is the definition of variable's scope. the declaration for a local object defines the storage duration of the object and its subobjects. the declaration associates a declarator-id with each declarator. the declarator-id denotes the type of the associated object, except
for the declarator-list, and thereby specifies the storage class of the object (3.7.3). the declarator-list specifies the storage class(s) and is the only part of the declarator which can denote a (possibly cv-qualified) class type: section 9 [dcl.init] - references to classes so, the

declarator-list is equivalent to class int { //.. }; a: what's the difference between them? they are quite different beasts. a reference to an int is a pointer to an int. a reference to a function is a function reference they are used for different purposes: a reference is used to modify
the object the reference is pointing to: int& add(int a, int b); // returns the sum of a and b int sum(int a, int b) { int& r = add(a, b); return r; } a reference to a function is used to call the function: int& add2(int a, int b) { return a + b; } add2(5, 7); q: python - python :

printing/outputting the root node in tree tree structure and printing the remaining nodes in a tree tree structure here is my code so far in python : # weird_hello # finding the longest path in a tree # class tree(object): # def __init__(self,root=none): # self.
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